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We are well into our brave new world of utilising volume data, whether we necessarily understand just how 
widespread it has become, or not. But we have all certainly become more aware of the use, abuse and often 
ignorance concerning much of the data published about Covid-19 on a daily basis.

We’ve regularly been provided with incomprehensible numbers and statements, particularly concerning PPE, 
such as “manufacturers have been identified to make over 25 million items of PPE and deliver 12 million square 
metres of PPE fabric.” These numbers are almost completely meaningless, and it appears they were simply 
provided to impress with some ‘big numbers’. 

Unless data can also provide intelligent insight, such as how many health workers would be able to benefit from 
these, for how many weeks, and whether fully or only partially, those millions just remain incomprehensible 
numbers.

SAOS’s 2020 conference topic ‘Data: what’s the big deal?’ 
raised a lot of interest and many different reactions
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SAOS and ScotEID’s Bob Yuill shares his thoughts on sharing data and using 
it to help decide ‘what to do next’

co-op news and our views 

At our SAOS Conference earlier this year, I used the 
phrase “deriving intelligence from our data”. This 
is a tricky concept because of the term ‘deriving 
intelligence’.  Data, at its simplest, is about providing 
sufficient information and proofs to help us make the 
decision about ‘what to do next’, the intelligent bit is 
‘what to do next’.    

There are of course examples of Artificial Intelligence 
knowing exactly ‘what to do next’, such as turning 
on the sprinkler system when smoke or excess heat 
is detected. For car drivers, help with ‘what to do 
next’ may be provided by Google collecting mass data 
about road traffic speeds, and colouring your sat nav 
with amber or red - intelligent software will give you 
information on a possible detour - but you make the 
decision as to ‘what to do next’.

In agriculture, sensors for temp and humidity can give you data and information to help predict the chances of 
potato blight according to findings from the Hutton Institute. If the field down by the river has been above 10c 
for two days, and at 90% humidity for six hours, the decision on which field to spray first is better informed, but 
the intelligence behind that decision lies with the farmer.

GPS Collars on a cow and her calf can show if they are apart for an extended length of time – ‘what to do next’?  
The electric fence has stopped, granny hasn’t made it to the kitchen for her morning cuppa, a gate has opened, 
the water pressure in the irrigation line has dropped, the oxygen level in the burn is dropping, the grain bin 
temp is rising, the diesel tank level is dropping too quickly – all of these can be easily monitored and alert us 
that we need to decide ‘what to do next’.

After the initial ‘what to do next’ decision has been made, the next key step is gathering data over time and 
then comparing it with other relevant data. Back to the potato field example, the other relevant data may be 
information relating to the rate of incidence of blight-infected tatties over the grader.

Informed decisions form the building blocks of strategy - that is, not what we do immediately next, but what we 
plan to do/build/develop over time to reduce costs, improve production efficiency, reduce risks and so on.

Our industry’s concern, or it certainly should be, is when industry data, and intelligence derived from it, is 
manipulated by others for their own benefit. There is a distinct risk of farmers becoming slaves to others’ 
requirements - that has certainly happened in poultry and pig production in the USA.

Taking this point a little bit further, if we have others monitoring our environment, we become slaves to a 
panoply of stakeholders’ wishes. We may have to record information for little benefit, we are audited and 
inspected on data that is relatively meaningless, with objectives that are at odds with our production and 
profitability.



Working together to shape the 
future of farming and food.  

Scotland’s experts on farmer co-ops and food and farming supply chain collaboration, at SAOS we work with food and farming businesses to make 
them more profitable, competitive and sustainable.  For more information on what we can do for you, go to: www.saos.coop 

SAOS’s view is that the industry must own and control its own data, 
and work in partnership with others for the use of that data, sharing 
strategy and its objectives. 

The best current example we have of how important and beneficial 
this can be, is the near eradication of BVD in Scotland. Becoming  
BVD-free was a clearly defined industry objective and, working in 
concert with government and utilising the smartest available data 
systems for tracing virus and antibody testing, we are at a point  
where the virus is now on only 20 farms at the time of writing.

Where the data objectives are shared, between the industry and 
government for example, and there is sufficient transparency to the 
data, the industry will maintain its accuracy and use. Inspectors and 
fines have greatly reduced relevance when the benefits are clearly 
visible to all and the lines of communication are open.

My view is that we need to work more closely with Government and 
their appointed agencies to develop their understanding of how best 
to achieve our shared goals. We must find agreement on the sensible 
use of shared data and its accuracy, particularly concerning immensely 
difficult objectives such as net-zero emissions of all greenhouse gases 
by 2045.

In the first instance, the power of data utilisation lies with our industry 
- because when we own the data, we control it and can decide how to 
share that control in various ways if required, and we are responsible 
for its accuracy and interpretation; that’s unless we give it all away.  

Development of our SmartRural co-operative, to own the rural 
network and collect, distribute and manage sensor data is an essential 
next step. This is because serious discussions with Government and 
others will not necessarily take place until the industry owns the data 
‘bargaining tools’. 

Ultimately, our own industry data and its analysis is about the search 
for facts. As Robbie Burns put it: ‘facts are chiels that wanna ding, 
An’ downa be disputed’. In general, Scots are pretty hard-headed but 
we respond to facts, facts that cannot be overturned, and cannot be 
disputed. Facts about meat production, facts about welfare, water 
consumption, soil carbon, tree growth, fuel use, production efficiency, 
power production, crop rotations, time utilisation, the list goes on. 
Facts will help our industry shape itself to achieve climate targets, 
improve supply chains and consolidate our brand values.

SmartRural’s use of simple sensors and data transmission can be used 
to gather facts and use them in a broad variety of ways, including all 
the examples above, from granny not making her morning cuppa, to 
falling water pressure or a gate left open.

Perhaps surprisingly, this technology, which would give the industry 
ownership and control of our data is relatively inexpensive, and 
access to the skills and talents required to build our own information 
networks and software has never been better. Importantly, we can 
attract these skills because those who have them want to help, and 
the work is meaningful.  By working together, the results can be seen, 
understood and used to achieve shared objectives.

What to do next? Whatever we do, we must not let this opportunity 
pass us by.

• Broadband and mobile are important, but they serve 
buildings and people. To reach from, and over, our 
fields, hills and glens, we have to include LoRaWAN 
in the mix for connecting rural Scotland.
• LoRaWAN is a radio communication system that 
receives data from simple, battery-powered devices,  
(one of which is pictured below) up to 15km away. 
The data is then fed back through the internet to 
where it can be used by software to help farmers 
make more informed decisions about a multitude of 
aspects of their businesses.
• SmartRural is a co-op, working with farmers across 
the length and breadth of Scotland to deploy this 
technology, even in areas where there is no mobile or 
broadband coverage.
• The system can’t work with video or voice, it’s more 
like a small text. But that small amount of data could 
be critical – even life-saving – for people, animals 
and crops.
• The deployment of this technology costs a fraction 
of the cost of 4G and broadband schemes, and can 
be delivered for and by the farmers in the co-op.
• Whilst technology is being deployed in all of 
Scotland’s cities and many of its larger towns,  
no-one has made a concerted effort to deliver the 
benefits it brings to rural areas. The SmartRural 
co-op is set up to fill that gap and deliver value to 
even the most remote areas.
• The intention is for SmartRural to get to the crux 
of farmers’ pain points, so that simple ‘out of the 
box’ solutions can be delivered that provide key 
information and add value to the farmer.
• The system can be adapted to meet a wide range 
of rural challenges, not just farming, but also in areas 
such as forestry, social care, public transport, and 
environmental monitoring.
Find out more and register for updates on new 
developments at www.smartrural.coop

SmartRural  
- how and why?


